Silver “Tongue” Troubleshooting

When dispensing a shoe cover, some users will forcefully push the toe of their shoe forward into the bootie and kick the silver “tongue,” which hangs down below the arched footplate with the arrow and holds the bootie back prior to dispensing, thereby bending it into the dispenser. Alternately, sometimes the “tongue” is relaxed and angles out from the machine too far. When the “tongue” is not in the correct position, the dispenser may not function properly.

If your shoe covers are: 1) getting hung up on the “tongue” and are not releasing or are tearing as a result, or 2) are not being held back by the “tongue” long enough and are therefore prematurely releasing, you can easily fix the issue by:

1) Bending/pulling the “tongue” outward (resetting the hinge point that it rotates on) so that it is positioned more or less vertical to slightly sticking out.
2) Pushing the “tongue” inward (resetting the hinge point that it rotates on) so that it is positioned more or less vertical to slightly sticking out.